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Samoa’s most recent natural disaster in 2012, tropical cyclone Evan, offered 
a tragic reminder of Samoa’s exposure to natural hazards. It also came three 
years after the earthquake and tsunami of 2009, which caused devastating 
damage and loss of life to the Samoan people, particularly in the villages 
situated in rural areas of the south-east coast of Upolu. Affected by the tragedy 
of such disasters; many villagers chose to migrate further inland, closer 
to the city or alternatively immigrated abroad - abandoning their homes, 
land and family heritage. Although still in danger, and with many villages 
having relocated from the sea shores to safer ground others have remained; 
rebuilding their homes to stay connected with their ancestors. Today many 
of the original villages in Upolu along the south-east coast are left in ruins 
whilst other villages continue to recover. There have been major post-disaster 
relief developments from foreign aid to rebuild the affected villages whilst 
incorporating western influences with Samoan traditions.

The distance of Apia, Samoa’s capital city, from the rural villages of Upolu 
places rural communities at risk and increases their vulnerability particularly 
to natural disasters. These rural communities depend on Apia for crucial 

resources and aid as Apia is the economic centre for all trading, export and 
imports for the entire island. Access for rural villagers to Apia is limited by 
transportation options, long travelling distances, unsecure roads, and little 
to no financial aid. To encourage its independence from Apia, this design 
research argues for a contemporary multifunctional community centre that 
is easily accessible for these rural communities. It also provides essential 
resources and opportunities for employment and income.  Not only will 
this communal centre provide opportunities and support for these rural 
communities, it will become a temporary place of refuge from potential 
disasters due to climate change. This thesis interprets and explores the various 
Samoan mats by focusing on tectonics, materiality, and customs to develop 
architectural forms to rebuild resilient communal structures for those in the 
rural areas of Upolu. It also argues that consideration of traditional adapted 
design is vital to rebuilding these affected rural communities.

Abstract
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“E felelei manu, ae ma au I o latou ofaga - birds migrate to environments 
where they survive and thrive”. Like bird’s people are survivors of their - 
surroundings, countries, cities, towns, villages, suburbs, and homes. The Samoan 
people, strong in culture and tradition, thrive on the fundamental principles that 
form the fa’a Samoa or Samoan way of life. Fierce in their beliefs Samoan people 
continue to prove their resilience and endurance especially during the harshest 
of times. Although a culturally wealthy nation much is needed to improve that 
of their economy and of the state of the country’s socio-economic infrastructure. 
Currently Samoa’s economy is heavily dependent on tourism, with over 100,000 
people visiting Samoa a year, many of whom are returning family members.1 
Rural communities outside Apia are also a vital part to the Samoa economy. A 
large amount of the agricultural industry is based rurally, providing two-thirds 
of the labour force for Samoan locals.2 

The Samoan people who dwell in rural villages need to have some reassurance that 
they can have access to a centralised refuge during natural disasters, including 
medical support in emergency situations regardless of where they are located.  
Another major concern for these villages further away from the town areas of 
Samoa include rural hardship. It is financially difficult for those living in rural 
areas to travel to and from the city daily for instance, to visit the hospital, attend 
school or sell their goods at the main markets. Travel costs alone can impact a 
family’s means of earning a stable income especially when the costs outweigh 
their earnings. 

1  “Samoa – International tourism, number of arrivals,” Trading Economics, August 9, 
2017, https://tradingeconomics.com/samoa/international-tourism-number-of-arrivals-wb-data.
html
2  Te’o I. J Fairburn, The economic impact of natural disasters in the South Pacific (S.I: 
SOPAC: Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission, 1997), 51.

In addition to this, Samoa is undergoing development that is centralised in 
the capital city of Apia, driven by the Samoan government and attracting to 
those living in rural areas to shift into Apia. This frustrates rural communities 
as they are not treated with the same priority as urban dwellers. As a result, 
rural families are moving to new locations further inland, to the city or 
overseas such as New Zealand or Australia. One major cause for permanent 
movement is the occurrence of climate change causing natural disasters. 
The country of Samoa is very much vulnerable to natural disasters such as 
extreme cyclones and earthquakes causing tsunamis. 

The architectural structures produced from this research project seeks to 
associate the design with the values and qualities of Samoan mats. Some 
examples of the fala (mats) examined include; papa laupaogo (ground 
mat), papa laufala (carpet mat/sleeping mat), tu’u laufala (sleeping mat), 
fala tapito (sleeping mat), ‘ie toga and ‘ie sae (fine mats). These mats 
are the essence and inspiration in developing this series of architectural 
designs. Through iterative methods of exploring and interpreting the 
mats architecturally, a sense of space and form was formulated. This also 
contributed to a juxtaposition with qualities of Samoan architecture. For 
example, creating a sense of openness in spaces and showing hierarchical 
order. The architectural designs created are accompanied by programmes 
which provide opportunities for the local rural communities and chances for 
them to thrive in business, employment, good health and social development. 
Lotofaga is one the many rural villages encountering the issues stated above 
and is the chosen site for this project. Included in this research are case studies 
which inspires the overall design and materials utilised. 

Introduction

Fig. 1
Fale Samoa 
Photograph by Stuart Scott
Department of Anthropology,University of Auckland  
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Furthermore, this thesis articulates the main concepts of the project design. 
The aim of this research will ascertain the following questions: How can 
architecture be designed for vulnerable communities in rural Samoa, 
whilst being safe and reflecting cultural tradition? And, In what ways 
can Samoan mats impact and influence Samoan architecture?

The frequent occurrence of tropical cyclones, floods and long periods of low 
rain falls have been the cause of hardship in Samoa; affecting the ability of 
the people earning an income. Family lands and plantations are diminishing 
due to floods, extreme cyclones, pests and contagious diseases; all of which 
are threatening food and income security. Samoa’s most common natural 
disasters have been tropical cyclones, floods, earthquakes and tsunamis. These 
natural disasters can cause serious damage and often require international 
aid. Tropical cyclones are dominant hazards that Samoa faces more than any 
other natural disaster. Cyclones that occur in Samoa are extreme bringing 
strong wind, heavy rainfall, fierce storms and occasionally tornadoes. 5 There 
have been numerous occasions where Samoa has been affected by extreme 
cyclones. Samoa’s most recent tropical cyclone occurred in 2012, following 
the severe earthquake and tsunami in 2009. Five severely different cyclones 
have occurred over the past three decades. Two significant extreme cyclones 
known as Ofa and Val, impacted greatly on the civilisation of Samoa in 
1990 and 1991; with the loss of many civilian lives, and the livelihood of the 
suffered communities.6 

The most recent cyclone in 2012 was cyclone Evan resulting in extensive 
damage to the economy of Samoa, which although tragic, did not match the 

5  National Adaptation Programme of Action – Samoa (2005 report), 89.

6  Te’o I. J Fairburn, The economic impact of natural disasters in the South Pacific 
(S.I: SOPAC: Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission, 1997), 52.

Climate Change

Fig. 1.1
Western Samoa, Savai’i and Upolu 
https://gdh.auckland.ac.nz/maps/LINZ/LS/LS_015A/ tif/

The islands of Samoa have a population of approximately 200,000 and a total 
land area of 2935km². Samoa is situated in the southwest of the Pacific with 
the majority of its population living on the main islands of Upolu and Savai’i. 
Many of those living in Samoa live in severe hardship and poverty, where 
approximately 27 percent of the population struggle to access the necessities 
for daily survival and can barely maintain weekly expenses. 3 Like many 
other Pacific islands, Samoa is a small developing country exposed to natural 
disasters which can occur erratically and without warning. Climate change is 
a great threat globally but particularly for Samoa the rising sea level around 
the island is threatening for many infrastructures, historical and cultural land, 
property and coastal erosion, especially as the sea level increases every year 
at 3.8mm4. The majority of Samoa’s population are living along low coastal 
areas and are more exposed to tsunamis and extreme cyclones. Much of the 
agriculture and plantations throughout Samoa are prone to natural disasters 
impacting the economic infrastructure of Samoa. The economy of Samoa 
heavily depends on natural resources (e.g. taro, koko, coconut oil) however, 
these natural resources rely on the climate conditions for it to sustain growth. 

3  Leafa Donald Kerslake, International Disaster Response Law (IDRL) in Samoa 
(Report 2016), (Samoa, International fedearation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, 
2016), 19.

4  National Adaptation Programme of Action – Samoa (2005 report), (Samoa, 
Ministry of Natural resources, environment & Meteorology, 2005), 8-9.
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intensity and traumatic severity of the past cyclones; Ofa, and Val. Another 
significant threat to Samoa are erupting volcanoes. Upolu and Savai’i are 
volcanic islands, the last to erupt occurred over 100 years ago in Savai’i, 
however the possibility of another one is still very likely to occur.7 

A natural hazard that is more likely to occur are earthquakes causing 
destructive tsunamis. Despite Samoa being partially in a seismic area, there 
is still a chance of Samoa being affected as it lies within the “ring of fire” 
as dangerous seismic zone. In 2009, Samoa was hit by a tsunami caused by 
an earthquake 200km south of the Tonga trench.8 Many villages along the 
south coast were affected, with 143 deaths, numerous loss of homes, lands 
and agriculture and plenty of natural resources. In the next few decades, there 
is a probability that Samoa will encounter moderate to high levels of shaking 
forming intensive tsunamis. 

Many natural disasters, such as tsunamis, have caused many villages to 
relocate to safer areas; particularly the rural communities south east of 
Upolu. Natural disasters are one of the primary reasons many people have 
migrated inland from the coast onto higher ground. It has also resulted in 
others migrating to the Apia or even abroad, thus abandoning their homes, 
land and family heritage. 

7              Kerslake, International Disaster Response Law (IDRL) in Samoa (Report 2016), 21.

8 Ibid.

Fig. 1.2
Abandon home after tsunami in 2009 in Lalomanu village
Photograph by Author

Today a large number of the old villages along the southeast coast are left in 
ruins and many are still recovering. Still, major post-tsunami developments 
persist to rebuild and make stronger communities. 

Prior to the tsunami and still to this day, many families lack the resources 
especially money to access clean water supplies, health services, education, 
and transportation. Although many villages have moved away from the coast 
to safer ground, others have remained to rebuild their homes, livelihoods, 
and to stay connected with those of their ancestors whose remains have been 
laid to rest on ancestral lands. 
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Tourist attractions have become prominent in rural areas, resulting in an 
influx of holiday resorts, sight-seeing and hideaway attractions along and 
near the coast. The livelihoods of these businesses and families depend on 
being near the sea because of its holiday desirability and the luxuriousness 
attraction of the local environment, therefore investing in rebuilding the 
social and architectural infrastructure of these affected villages. Nevertheless, 
the people who have chosen to remain on the coast have taken precautions 
by planting native trees and building sea walls along the coastline, although 
this may not guarantee their safety. Experiencing hardship in these rural 
communities is not the same in Apia which is located on the north coast of 
Upolu. The distance of these rural villages away from Apia puts them at greater 
risk in terms of receiving aid when a natural disaster strikes as they depend 
on the capital for emergency relief.  Travel from villages on the southeast 
coast is almost over an hour’s drive to the city. Apia has many resources that 
are necessary for rural villages, however these are out of their reach due to 
lack of transportation, travelling distances on dangerous roads and financial 
limitations. Samoa’s main road runs along the coast, with only three inland 
cross roads. This most frequently used road is the main road accessible to all 
villages between and beyond Apia. The roads of Samoa, which are confined 
and coarse along unmarked routes, are in fairly primitive conditions 
through villages, are highly at risk of being affected by natural disasters. For 
example, roads along the coast are and have been exposed to rising sea level, 
extreme waves and storm surge. Inland crossroads suffer from flooding and 

landslides during heavy rainfalls.9 Many roads today are still damaged and 
are deteriorating, especially inland roads cutting through forests and high 
volcanic mountains, and as a result is dangerous and hazardous to road users. 

For rural areas of Upolu, natural resources, particularly food is easily obtained 
from owned lands as most families maintain large plantations with the sea 
close by to acquire nutrition for everyday living. Despite surviving on the 
natural resources families’ lack of money prevents them from accessing other 
vital resources such as clean water, health care, and education.  Many families 
struggle to meet such expenses due to the high cost of living and limited 
sources of income. A major deficit for many is financial resources to attain 
adequate housing, clothing and food. Health services, prestigious schools 
and Universities in Samoa are located in the city.10 For those far from Apia 
and living in rural areas, access to such basic resources is almost non-existent 
with major difficulties in obtaining such services. Unreliable transport and 
communication services are prevalent for villages further away from Apia. 
These rural areas rely heavily on Apia for sources of income, and the financial 
assistance of family overseas. The cost of travelling extensive distances to Apia 
takes an immense toll on these communities. The lack of job opportunities in 
rural areas has caused an increase of rural migration to the city. 

9 Government of Samoa; World Bank, Samoa Post-Disaster Needs Assessment (2013 
report), (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2013), 87. 

10 Luisa Zuniga, Priorities of the People – Hardship in Samoa (report 2002), (Manila, 
Philippines: Asian Development Bank, 2002), 2-4. 

Rural Hardship

Fig. 1.3
Beach resorts in Laloman along the coast
Photograph by Author
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LALOMANU - APIA = 63.1 KM
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LOTOFAGA - APIA = 47.9 KM

UPOLU ISLAND = 72 KM
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that hardship exists in rural areas, not in Apia. Therefore, the government 
should support the rural areas more to provide solutions that can benefit 
these struggling families. Seigafo feels that rural areas should be treated in 
the same way as the urban dwellers of Apia, however the government has 
concentrated more on developing Apia rather than rural areas.12 A lot of the 
concerns have been a lack of opportunities for the youth, as they are the ones 
who are depended on to support their families, Seigafo explains;

 

 “We need help in any way, we are not telling them (government) 

 to give us money for free, we are basically asking them to provide 

 more opportunities for our children to work so they can look 

 after our family”.13

12  Fanene. “Hardship of a village life.” Samoa Observer.

13  Ibid.

Remaining civilians in rural areas continue to take the long commute into 
Apia for work, school, and supplies. Some travel to sell their crops for income, 
carrying loads of produce to the main markets in Apia as there are no other 
external local markets for these people to earn money. 

Those who are not fortunate enough to get a spot in the market in Apia are 
left scattered elsewhere around the city or road sides to sell their produce. 
Those who are able to secure a stall in the markets stay overnight to keep their 
spot rather than travelling back and forth to their home every day. When in 
need of medical attention rural villagers must make the long commute to 
Apia as the main hospital and health care facilities are located here.  

Fa’atolu Seigafo, a 62 year old mother and grandmother living in the village 
of Siumu, Upolu, has struggled to support her family with minimal and 
infrequent income. Seigafo and her family are constantly under financial 
hardship as her son is the sole income earner for the family. Seigafo’s son’s 
weekly wages barely pays for weekly expenses such as school fees, church and 
village financial commitments which consume most of any income the family 
receives. Seigafo states that these commitments heavily affect their family and 
many other families as it requires them to give more than what they have, 
she complains that the government is oblivious to such circumstances in 
the rural areas.11 Rather than focussing on the town areas, Seigafo believes 

11  Deidre Fanene. “Hardship of a village life.” Samoa Observer, 26 August 2016. 

http://www.samoaobserver.ws/en/26_08_2016/local/10455/Hardship-of-a-village-life.htm 

Fig. 1.4
Map of Upolu, Identifying the main road and distance in 
relation to Apia
By Author
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Fig. 1.5
Fa’atolu Seigafo and her grandchildren in their home in Siumu village
Photograph by Misiona Simo
http://www.samoaobserver.ws/en/26_08_2016/local/10455/Hardship-of-a-village-life.htm

Fig. 1.6
A fale in Satitoa village destroyed by tsunami with foundation remaining
Photograph by Author
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In Samoa, weaving is the longest surviving craft of Samoa that has been 
passed down from generation to generation. The passing down of knowledge 
and skills has kept the craft alive and remains till this day. The weavers 
traditionally have been the Samoan women; however, men have also been 
known to weave but not as skilfully and prevalently as females do as technical 
applications require delicate handling of the smaller female hands. In the 
traditional way, specific mats, particularly fine mats, are a representation of a 
family’s wealth and ancestral linkage to the strong Samoan culture. Today in 
many villages all over Samoa, groups of women can be seen weaving in a fale 
lalaga, which is a weaving club. These recent weaving  (Lalaga) organisations 
are usually formed by wives of high chiefs and young unmarried women 
from the village.14 Weaving mats is very important in Samoan culture as it 
interprets the character and represents the immediate to extended families’ 
influence and family values.  

There are many types of Samoan mats with different uses and different 
ranks. The lower ranking mats are used for day to day activities such as 
sleeping, sitting, eating, serving food on, covering the fale umu (earth ovens), 
carrying objects and using them as blinds or screens in homes. Higher 
ranking mats are specially made well in advance; months even years ahead in 
preparation of unexpected and planned events, and are only used for special 

14  Roger Neich, Material culture of Westerm Samoa: persistence and change 
(Wellington, New Zealand: National Museum of New Zealand 1995), 29.

occasions. Historically, the very important mats were used as a form of 
currency exchange. High ranking mats are only given as gifts of exchange in 
weddings, funerals and church ceremonies as a sign of appreciation, respect, 
or sympathy. All types of Samoan mats are arranged in hierarchical order 
with their own distinct use. The bigger the occasion or significance of the 
person you are in exchange with; or whom you are acknowledging - the more 
highly ranked mat that is to be used or given. Today many Samoan mats have 
become decorative especially over the last century due to an influx of western 
materials that include dye, paint, wool, and feathers which contribute to each 
mat’s status, distinctiveness and aesthetics. 

Weaving the Mats

Fig. 1.7
Ana from Falefa village weaving a tu’u laufala mat 
Photograph by Author
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Samoa’s most common fibres for weaving have been in coconut and pandanus 
leaves. Traditional mats in Samoa are only made from pandanus whereas 
coconut leaves are used in making items of everyday use, most common of 
them all are ‘ato fu’e umu (basket of gathered food cooked in an earth oven). 
Coconut leaf items can be easily made by both genders as they are easily 
constructed with little time and less complex techniques. It only takes a few 
minutes to make and can be easily discarded when not required. When making 
a traditional mat, pandanus leaves involve further treatment and technical 
weaving techniques that takes more time and patience to weave. Pandanus 
leaves grow in grooves and are carefully planted to produce healthy leaves for 
mat weaving.15 In family plantations, there are three kinds of pandanus leaves 
that are used in Samoan mat making; paogo, fala and ‘ie. All three pandanus 
leaves are referred to as laupaogo (leaves of paogo), laufala (leaves of 
fala) and lau’ie (leaves of ‘ie) during the process of weaving.16 Each distinct 
pandanus are used for a variety of mats, and the condition of the material 
determine their use and rank. Laupaogo leaves are used in making hard 
mats that are seen in and out of a fale (house) on rough surfaces. The laufala 
leaves are made for floor and sleeping mats, and lau‘ie leaves are used only 

15  Sean Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa (Nelson, New Zealand: 
Craig Potton, Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2002), 75.

16  Peter Henry Buck, Samoan material culture (Honolulu, Hawaii: Bernice Pauahi 
Bishop Museum 1930), 212.

in making fine mats also known as ‘ie toga.17 To distinguish the leaves, the 
length, width and texture is observed closely. Laupaogo grow much larger in 
width and length, averaging 2 to 3 metres long and 10 to 12 centimetres wide. 
Laufala range from 1 to 2 metres long and 5 to 7 centimetres wide and are 
more distinctive in comparison to laupaogo and lau’ie, as their edges and 
midribs are without any sharp points. The proportions of lau’ie are equivalent 
to laufala but they have serrated edges as well as a close set of spines along 
the under surface of the midrib. The texture of lau’ie consist of two different 
qualities; the upper layer is the shiny layer referred to as alo and the under 
layer that is dull is known as the tua.18 On the other hand, laupaogo and 
laufala both have dull surfaces on either side making it less valuable than the 
lau’ie, hence why the lau’ie is used only for making fine mats.

17  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 75.

18  Peter Henry Buck, Samoan material culture, 276.

Materials

Fig. 1.8
Ato fu’e umu (basket of cook 
food)
Photograph by Author

Fig. 1.9
fala leaf with no serrated edges
Photograph by Author

Fig. 2.0
‘Ie leaf with serrated edges
Photograph by Author

Fig. 2.1
Paogo leaves when fully grown
Photograph by Author
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The three materials undergo a similar process both in material treatment and 
weaving production, however depending on the mat type the process may 
require more meticulous skill and attention increasing the value and rank of 
the mat. The process of weaving laupaogo leaves requires the shortest amount 
of time as it is a simple mat used only on hard surfaces for day to day use. 
The process begins with removing its serrated midrib and edges with a knife, 
then the leaves are laid out in the sun for 4 to 5 days. When closely baked 
brown after days in the sun, they are collected and rolled up into bundles 
and stored away until ready for weaving a papa laupaogo (hard floor mats) 
mainly used for outdoor purposes. For the laufala the process is the same, 
though treatment in the sun is extended to approximately 5 to 7 days. The sun 
treatment allows the materials to bleach, therefore the longer they are left in 
the sun the lighter the material becomes. Mats of laufala leaves are used for 
making interior floor and sleeping mats.

Leaves of the lau‘ie go through a longer and meticulous process to attain its 
high level of quality. Firstly, its sharp spines are cut off and left out for short 
sun exposure (1 to 2 days) which allows it to quickly soften the leaves to easily 
fold into bundles without tearing. After folding them into bundles, they are 
tied and wrapped in green leaves ready to be boiled in a pot of water for 5 to 
10 minutes. This process allows the lau’ie leaves to whiten much lighter in 
texture and easy to peel the two layers apart; the alo and tua. The alo, which 
is the upper shiny layer, is carefully peeled off while separating the tua under 

layer that is dull; set aside for a later part of the weaving process. The alo layer 
is kept as the weaving material, whilst the separated tua layer is then split 
and tied into a three-ply braid tying the bundle lau’ie leaves in between. The 
braid is used to tie up the bundle of ‘ie leaves, which is then attached to two 
wooden posts, distanced apart to allow the strips to drape into the sea to be 
soaked for up to two weeks.19 After weeks of soaking up the sea water, the 
leaves become much lighter in colour and smooth in appearance. The leaves 
are given a wash after being soaked in the sea with fresh water, then taken out 
for a second sun treatment to completely dry the leaves. 

Once they are dry they are collected in rolls and stored away until the weaver 
is ready to commence a fine mat. Depending on how well the material is 
prepared and the skill level of the weaver, lau’ie leaves are always split into 
extremely thin strips than laupaogo and laufala leaves.20 This is possible 
through the treatment process of going back and forth in the sun, back to the 
sea and peeling the alo shiny upper layer without tearing the alo layer.21 The 
shiny, smooth post-treatment appearance and extremely thin strips are one 
of many aspects that add great value and status to an ‘ie toga. 

19  Peter Henry Buck, Samoan material culture, 277.

20  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 75.

21  Ibid.

Fig. 2.2
Leaves of paogo and laufala being baked in the sun
Photograph by Author
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Fig. 2.3
Leaves of ‘ie being boiled in hot water
Photograph by Author

Fig. 2.4
Bundles of laufala leaves and cut strips at required widths
Photograph by Author
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The origins of art weaving derive from plaiting, an older and easier technique 
in Samoa. Plaiting is done by both men and women and employed mainly in 
essential daily objects such as baskets, wall screens, roof sheets, food platters, 
sheets carrying large objects and hand -held fans.22 Plaiting uses larger rigid 
materials that are wider and longer than those used in weaving. Weaving; 
more complex, and technical, is left to the women to perform as there are 
finer intricacies which Samoan men are considered to struggle to achieve 
with their larger hands; which are more capable when plaiting. It is the 
wide long strips in plaiting which make it easier to handle and form artistic 
patterns, like those seen on wall screens of a traditional fale Samoa. Plaiting 
and weaving are significantly different in that plaiting does not require 
more than one or two elements to form an object, as seen in baskets made 
of coconut leaves. Coconut leaves naturally have a commencement edge 
already attached to the midrib which makes it easier to plait a basket briskly. 
In weaving, a commencement edge is woven from scratch and consists of 
numerous elements to form an object. To make a mat requires numerous 
strips of leaves that have been cut beforehand into its required widths used 
to form the commencing edge, all of which takes place prior to applying 
additional strips of leaves to create the overall mat. Weaving materials are 
finer and thoroughly processed manually in comparison to using the natural 
material to plait and create instant useable objects like the basket.

22  Roger Neich, Material culture of Westerm Samoa: persistence and change 
(Wellington, NZ: National Museum of New Zealand 1995), 29.

The art of weaving a Samoan mat are traditionally woven into two methods; 
check and twill.  Both forms are original and historical decorative features, 
before western influences were introduced. Predominantly used for Samoan 
woven mats the check method made up of consistent squares and colour 
right from the commencement edge to the finishing edge. All Samoan 
mats commence in check form; however, the weaver can determine where 
to incorporate her twill technique by overlapping multiple strips forming 
various zigzag patterns. The origins of these patterns derive from wall screens 
of a fale Samoa. These wall screens have influenced many geometric patterns 
on high rank mats of the laufala today. Weaving with wider strips makes it 
easier to weave twill patterns hence why this technique is more prominently 
used for sleeping mats like the laufala. For finer mats such as ‘ie toga the 
simple check method is widely used and recognised as the more elegant 
decorative form. Here, there are no twill patterns, as the thinness of the strips 
demonstrates the intricacy of the mat and the delicacy of the almost fabric like 
consistency created. The precision and technical difficulties of weaving such 
fine strips gives the check technique a more pristine appeal, hence enhancing 
the mats overall aesthetics and status when presented or displayed. 

Weaving and Plaiting

Fig. 2.5
Pola blinds on beach fale with twill patterns
Photograph by Author
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The following section describes mats that are most commonly used throughout 
Samoa today.  In Samoa, mats are recognised and can be categorised based 
on its aesthetic appeal, intricacy of the weave, technique and specific use. The 
following mats are in hierarchical order ranked from lowest to highest and 
are the mats used in the exploration of my design.

Papa laupaogo

Papa laupaogo are floor mats made of paogo leaves, primarily used on hard 
ground. It is the lowest ranking mat within the hierarchy of mats based on its 
unyielding material and physicality for everyday use. These mats are exterior 
mats that are mainly seen outdoors. These are traditionally used to protect 
other important ranking mats from contact with the ground. The structure of 
this mat is what makes it suitable for rough surfaces, as the strips are always 
doubled together and woven as one. 23 Papa laupaogo mats are structured 
in check form consisting of strips varying 2 to 3 centimetres wide. The 
appearance of the mat is similar on either side with no decorative features, 
and the overall mat size can be made at 2 metres long and 1 metre wide. A 
unique feature in papa laupaogo mats are the finishing edges on all four 
sides. During the weaving process the edges are folded at an angle forming 
straight edges on all sides of the mat.

23  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 76.

Classification of Mats

Fig. 2.7
Twill patterns in tu’u laufala mat
Photograph by Author

Fig. 2.6
Beach fale at Piula cave pools with blinds
Photograph by Author

Fig. 2.8
Papa laupaogo mat
Photograph by Author
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Fig. 2.9
Closeup of Papa laupaogo mat showing double strips 
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.0
Papa laupaogo mats in 
use 
Photograph by Author
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Papa laufala

Papa laufala are higher ranking floor mats and are commonly used in fale’s 
with concrete flooring. They are an interior protective layer mat for other 
higher-ranking mats within a fale, whereas papa laupaogo mats are used 
mostly in outdoor areas. The structure of the mat is similar to papa laupaogo, 
it is made in double strips giving the same appearance either side and its edges 
on all four sides are straight. However, the appearance of the material is much 
lighter in colour and different in texture. It is more flexible when handled in 
comparison to papa laupaogo mats. Dimensions of papa laufala mats are 
very much the same as papa laupaogo, with a length of 2 metres long and a 
1 metre width. This can be larger depending on the required dimensions for 
the flooring space. Smaller papa laufala mats are used on occasion, but are 
usually rolled up and stored away until needed for use in the fale.24

24  Peter Henry Buck, Samoan material culture, 217.

Fig. 3.1
Papa laufala mat 
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.2
Double strips used in Papa laufala mats 
Photograph by Author
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Fala moe

Fala moe are sleeping mats and are used as higher-ranking floor mats in 
important ceremonies. They are the most decorative mats both in check 
and twill form with other added colour features. Various types of fala moe 
incorporate coloured wool, paint and animal feathers. Strips of laufala are 
not doubled but woven in single strips. Its strips are narrower than those of 
papa laupaogo and papa laufala, with widths averaging 0.6 to 1 centimetre. 
These strips are referred to as fala nini’i, nini’i meaning small.25 Fala 
moe has three different sleeping mat types; afeafe, tu’u laufala and fala 
tapito. Among the three, afeafe is ranked the lowest sleeping mat, having 
coloured wool only on its long sides. The term afeafe refers to a finishing 
edge technique, on the shorter sides of the mat. Afeafe is rarely made today 
because it has the same qualities of tu’u laufala.26 Tu’u laufala mats are very 
popular and come in different sizes, they are distinguished by having wool 
on all four sides of the mat. This mat is made most commonly today out of 
all three fala moe mats. Lastly, the highest fala moe mat is the fala tapito 
which does not have any wool. It is the only sleeping mat with double strips 
woven together. It is also unique as it is woven parallel rather than on a right 
angle, as seen in most mats.

25  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 76.

26  Ibid.

Fig. 3.3
Decorative tu’u laufala mat
Photograph by Author
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Fig. 3.4
Fala tapito, straight edges on all sides
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.5
Tu’u laufala with wool on all four sides and a distinct finishing edge technique
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.6
Fala tapito - Highest ranked sleeping mat
Photograph by Author
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‘Ie toga (fine mats)

The overall highest-ranking mat type is the ‘ie toga also known as fine mats. 
The technical complexity of its construction not only gives it its high value, 
but also the manner in which it is presented to the nu’u or village, so much 
so that it is held in high esteem by village chiefs as culturally important 
when presenting at ceremonial events, as they carry high moral significance; 
primarily respect and honour. Its importance continues to be embraced in 
every formal fa’a Samoa custom. ‘Ie toga are strictly for ceremonial use and 
is not a typical mat to sit on or to lay out onto the ground. Such highly prized 
mats are extremely important in Samoan culture because of the historical, 
spiritual and cultural values that are symbolic both in the construction, 
presentation, and in the exchange from one person to another. Historically 
the ‘ie toga has been known to have sacred symbolism with spiritual ties to 
Samoan myths and legends. According to legend Samoans believed that the 
presence of the ‘ie toga could protect lives, bring people back to life, and 
celebrate victories in war.27 In addition, fine mats are a symbol of a family and 
never of an individual. A family’s ancestral history can be deeply embedded 
into the ‘ie toga. It carries the genealogy and memory of the family from 
the time of its creation. ‘Ie toga continue to be used as gifts in ceremonies 
such as the ava ceremony, a welcoming formality in Samoan culture which 
involves the preparation and sharing of the ava, a ceremonial beverage used 

27  Chloe Colchester, Clothing the Pacific (Oxford: Berg, 2003), 55.

to mark important occasions. They are also gifted at weddings, funerals and 
to influential people in exchange for their integrity and loyal service. ‘Ie toga 
also can be worn as ceremonial garment wrapped around the body for those 
of high rank. It is commonly worn by a high chief ’s daughter or son, known 
as a taupou or manaia. In the past, fine mats were once used to wrap sacred 
idols representing gods and would only be laid on the floor as a sacred seat.

Fig. 3.5
Use of papa laufala and tu’u laufala mats, tu’u laufala 
is laid on top papa laufala mats
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.7
Highest chief wrapped in fine mat
Mallon, Sean. “Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa.”
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As mentioned, the value and characteristics of fine mats are far greater 
because of their preparation process and technical weaving production that 
can take months or even years to complete. Fine mats have always been 
woven in double strips with both dull sides placed together and the alo shiny 
layer is showing. However, this varies depending on how fine the strips are 
split as some range from 0.3 to 0.5 centimetres or much finer. The selection 
of material is very important, the finer quality strips are used for the best 
mats and the lower quality strips are used for second class mats. The very 
fine mats are silky and these days are rarely made due to the lengthy process 
required. These very fine mats are known as ‘ie sae (tear). ‘Ie sae is a very 
fine mat which goes through the same treatment and weaving process but 
are not woven in double strips. Its single woven strips are very thin and 
fine. Vivealave Vaepae, a veteran weaver from Manono Island in Samoa, 
has recently been trying to revive the traditional fine mats of ‘ie sae. This is 
because much larger fine mats with less quality and a less silky appearance, is 
over popularizing in Samoan ceremonies. An average strip of ‘ie sae mats can 
be compared to human hair averaging 0.1 to 0.2 centimetres in width. 

Fine mats are less decorative than of those in previous lower ranking mats. 
They do not have wool, paint or anything woven in other than in check 
form. Fine mats only incorporate feathers at the border of the mat which 
have historical origins relating to its rank. In the past, red feathers from Fijian 
parakeets were exported from Fiji to Samoa and Tonga for many years. The 

supply of parakeet feathers across the Pacific borders was very valuable, 
causing conflict between other neighbouring islands, even leading to deaths. 
However, trading these possessions were put to an end by colonial authorities 
to keep the species of birds from becoming endangered.28

28  Fergus Clunie, Yalo i Viti Shades of Viti: A Fijian Museum catalogue (Suva: Fiji 
Museum 1986), 150.

Fig. 3.8
Exchanging of fine 
mats 
Photograph by Author

Fig. 3.9
Large fine mat with feathers at the bottom edge 
Photograph by Author
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Today weddings, funerals, chief title bestowals and atonements are some 
ceremonial examples that continue to emphasise the importance of fine 
mats just as it did in Samoa in the past. Exchanging gifts such as fine mats in 
various ceremonies, high chiefs known as an Ali’i are always at the forefront 
alongside his Tulafale (orator chief), whom together represent the family or 
village. In the exchange of fine mats, it is typically carried and displayed with 
dignity by approximately three women who present the mats on behalf of 
the family or village. Two are holding the mat at both ends while the other 
is supporting the middle as it must not touch the ground. In the past, gifts 
of exchange were prominent in wedding ceremonies, as the bride’s family 
would present many fine mats to the groom’s family and viewed as the bride’s 
dowry. In exchange the husband’s family would reciprocate by also giving 
fine mats and other goods. The distribution of fine mats from one family 
to another progressively strengthens the connection of both parties. Gifts 
of exchange are distinguished into two groups, each relating to a gender. In 
the past, Toga gifts consisted of fine mats, siapo (bark cloth) and perfumes 
which were goods made by women. In the Samoan exchange system, fine 
mats are the highest-ranking item out of all the toga valuables and by giving 
more, relationships accumulate. The other group of goods are known as 
oloa, which are more associated with men. This includes wooden bowls and 
cutlery, weapons, canoes, food and foreign goods. 

Fine mats are also used in funeral ceremonies and ritual forms of reconciliation 

known as a fa’asifoga.29 A fa’asifoga involves an offender committing a 
terrible sin, where he is thereby required to approach the victim’s family 
by kneeling down with a fine mat over their head as a plea for forgiveness. 
This process would persist from sunrise to sunset, or in some cases until the 
victim approaches the offender and removes the fine mat over their head as 
a sign of forgiveness.30

Assembling an ‘ie toga requires many skills and an immense amount of time, 
as weaving may take weeks, months or years depending on the size and how 
well the materials are finely processed.31 The more effort and time put into 
making a fine mat the better the quality. For years, many ‘ie toga have been 
passed down from generation to generation and as people connect with it, 
the quality of the mat starts to age but increasingly becomes more virtuous 
and valued in Samoan culture. 

Fine mats remain the most valuable items in ceremonial exchange systems 
in Samoa and are a ranked beyond other classified goods including money. 
Today they have become less meaningful than in the past, in a sense that it 
is most popular for business or profit and income gain rather than cultural 
significance. However, it has benefitted many families in Samoa who struggle 
financially and use weaving as a source of earning income. 

29  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 81.

30  Ibid.

31  Ibid.

Fig. 3.9
Preparing fine mats to be exchanged  
Photograph by Author

Fig. 4.0
Presenting fine mats by Samoan women 
Photograph by Author

Fig. 4.1
Orator chief speaking on behalf of high cheifs sitting down 
Photograph by Author
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It has also provided opportunities for families to sell and export them to 
families overseas who desperately need them for fa’a Samoa customs. 

Siniva Natia, a young teenage girl from Savai’i, was fortunate to be taught how 
to weave by her mother, after being diagnosed with a heart disease almost 
taking Natia’s life away. Her mother was a skilled weaver and taught Natia to 
occupy her time while she was at home. Natia’s mother was her inspiration, as 
she would see her mother weaving from early morning until night every day. 
Her mother was concerned about Natia’s health at first and would not teach 
her, but Natia’s passion to learn new things and illness did not stop her from 
trying. Her mother gave in and passed knowledge of every aspect of weaving, 
down to her daughter. A year later Natia completed her very first fine mat 
with the help of her mother. Weaving has opened many opportunities for 
Natia to help her family and provide a better future. It has also taken her 
mind away from her sickness.32 

This design research aims to develop architectural form of the collective 
group of mats as mentioned previously, by incorporating their use, meaning 
and status in Samoan culture. The different types of mats and applications 
will be demonstrated architecturally in rebuilding resilience for those in rural 
areas of Upolu.

32  “Siniva weaves her own future.” Samoa Observer. May 14, 2017. http://www.
sobserver.ws/en/12_05_2017/local/19890/Siniva-weaves-her-own-future.htm

Fig. 4.2
Presenting fine mats by Samoan women 
Photograph by Misiona Simo
http://www.samoaobserver.ws/en/12_05_2017/local/19890/Siniva-weaves-her-own-future.htm Fig. 4.3

Tradtional repentance  
Photograph by Author
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Open and Temporally Spaces

Since first contact with western culture, Samoan people have been subject to 
an ongoing colonial influence which has merged with traditional architecture. 
In many villages, especially those situated near the city of Apia, not very many 
traditional architectural forms exist. Physical forms from the past have been 
more Europeanised and altered whilst keeping traditional qualities. Qualities 
that are mainly open, with a single space under one roof. Architectural form 
in Samoa existed before the arrival of Europeans in two traditional structures; 
the round fale tele and elongated fale afolau.33 Of the two, fale tele is the 
most important fale as it hosts mainly formal occasions such as matai (high 
chief) meetings of the village, called fono. These structures are wall-less 
wooden structures, with very complex traditional building techniques. Both 
fale tele and fale afolau were guesthouses that accommodated extended 
families or guests. 

Throughout every village structure, whether in linear or concentric form, 
the fale tele and fale afolau were always located at the forefront of a family 
compound. However, a fale afolau is always positioned behind the fale tele. 
Although very few still exist, they are still prestigious architectural styles 
that many Samoan carpenters derive their livelihoods from. Both these 
traditional styles have led to a hierarchy, for creating modern guesthouses 

33  Anne E. Guernsey Allen, “Modernity and Tradition: Western Architecture Styles 
in Village Samoa,” Pacific Arts: the journal of the Pacific Arts Association 6, (2007): 15.

and residences within a family compound. Today a few Samoan compounds 
have examples of the two styles. This is because more enclosed structures 
have become prominent, influenced from Europeans ever since the first 
establishments of the early missionaries.34 For this reason it has been much 
easier and quicker building a Europeanised fale, as it does not require a huge 
amount of time and labour to construct, in comparison to a traditional fale 
tele or fale afolau. However, some structures with walls do incorporate the 
openness of a traditional fale tele or fale afolau. In the sense that it may 
not be as open to the external environment but very open within the walls, 
having one open space or room inside. Wall-less structures are much more 
preferred though for everyday residences. Despite the incorporation of 
European architecture, elements of Samoan fales are still important today. 
The guest houses remain the most important fale, positioned at the front of 
a family compound and essential for every family to have. It may not remain 
in its original physical form, such as that of a fale tele or fale afolau, but it 
should integrate its spatial characteristics of having no walls and a wide-open 
space.35 Not only are these spatial qualities important for day to day living but 
also for public events such as family meetings, chief meetings, funerals, food 
presentation and other traditional ceremonies, as it allows ease of movement. 

34 Allen, “Modernity and Tradition: Western Architecture Styles in Village  
Samoa,” 17.

35  Ibid., 19.

Samoan Architecture

Fig. 4.4
Traditional fale afolau and fale tele  
UNESCO, “The Samoan Fale”
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Openness through architecture is not just a concept that provides cool air or 
other climate factors, but it opens up to surroundings, social interactions and 
easy mobility. As Mike Austin puts it “...architecture of openness endlessly 
strives for porosity, connection, or view, rather than enclosure, shelter, or 
containment.”36 And today Samoa still prefer this way of open living. Wall-
less fale’s, especially the traditional guest houses, are not only determined by 
the climate but cultural customs. In various ceremonies within these guest 
houses, openness is very important as it allows people to avoid walking in 
front of others or between people which is most likely to happen within an 
enclosed structure. In the open fale people can walk around the structure of 
the guest house to their allocated area. 

Significant features of a traditional fale include wall screens known as pola. 
They are made of coconut leaves woven together. These wall screens are only 
lowered down for heavy rain or wind or to block sunrays entering the space. 
They are immediately pulled back up after the weather has settled to restore 
openness to the fale. Wall screens are not entirely made for privacy except for 
when people are changing into clothes. They are pulled down and then pulled 
back up once they are changed to allow openness in the fale. From a Samoan 
perspective, leaving wall screens down is considered rude as it can cause 
a suspicious atmosphere around the compound. Only beach fale’s require 
them down for the privacy of tourists. In some cases, screens are only left 

36  Mike Austin, Open Architecture (New Zealand: Unitec, 2015) 2.

down for a certain period if someone seriously ill with a contagious disease. 
Another old feature of a traditional fale is called the pupuni (to close) which 
was a temporary wall divider, made of bark cloth, to form a sleeping room. 
They were supported by strings of coconut fibre cords hung on the wooden 
post at the round ends of a guest house. 37  When not in use they are stored 
away to retain the openness of the fale.

37  Peter Henry Buck, Samoan material culture, 80.

Fig. 4.5
A modern guesthouse with chiefs entering on all sides  
Photograph by Author

Fig. 4.7
People viewing from outside into the guesthouse  
Photograph by Author

Fig. 4.6
A fale Samoa with pola blinds  
Photograph by Author
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Openness helps in delivering a message to a matai (chief) during a village 
fono (meeting), without the person intruding into the central space known 
as the Va (space between). He or she approaches the matai from outside the 
structure by crouching down. Where a person is not constrained to a single 
entrance going in and out, the need for openness in entering and exiting freely 
is important particularly in large ceremonies of exchange. Rather than being 
restricted to a confined space with less mobility, during large ceremonies of 
exchange many large fine mats, food and goods are always carried in and 
out of an open structure as it enables better movement without obstructing 
others. 

In Samoa, people with authority and high status are always static in one 
place and those of lower rank are always moving from one place to another, 
hence open structures are more than just architectural features but serve the 
Samoans in various circumstances constructively.38 An elderly woman in 
Samoa can be seen sitting in a single space doing her daily activities without 
moving into another space. From weaving her mat, eating with her family, 
meeting with family or saying her daily prayers in the morning and at night. 
It can all be held in a single space whether open or enclosed by walls. Many 
Samoan families also find it useful to have open structures to supervise 
children, household activities, food, cleaning and to interact with neighbours. 

38  Fepulea’i M. Gabriel Van der Ryn, “The difference walls make: cultural dynamics 
and implications of change in Sāmoan architectural traditions and socio-spatial practices 
(1940-2006),” (Thesis (PhD-Anthropology), University of Auckland, 2012), 166.

In Samoa, a fale with a single space under one roof can function to more than 
one use, excluding cooking and bathroom needs. In contrast, Western houses 
have multiple rooms comprising different functions such as bedrooms for 
sleeping, or a dining room for eating.39 Designated functions in a hybrid fale 
known as a fale palangi with multiple spaces under one roof, are completely 
occupied for different purposes. This is much more useful for Samoans as for 
example, bedrooms are more likely to be used to store valuable possessions, 
mattresses and furniture to have a clear open space when not in use. Items are 
only brought out if needed, for instance a living area is used for sleeping. When 
required, sleeping mats (either tu’u laufala or papa laufala depending on 
the status of the person) are laid out in the open living area before putting a 
mattress down, then stored away in the bedrooms when they are not being 
used, to keep the space clear. 

Falepalangi or European houses have become increasingly prominent in 
recent times not only for privacy or as a safe box for important possessions 
but to provide better protection from cyclones.40  Over time traditional spaces 
change and are not always fixed to one function but are used for numerous 
activities when not in use. For example, a village malae (open sacred 
courtyard or green space) is significantly used for bestowals of prestigious 

39  Van der Ryn, “The difference walls make: cultural dynamics and implications of 
change in Sāmoan architectural traditions and socio-spatial practices (1940-2006),” 166.

40  Emma Kruse Va’ai, Producing the Text of Culture: The Appropriation of English in 
Comtemporary Samoa (Le Papaigalagala, Samoa: National University of Samoa, 2011), 48.

chief titles of the village as well as being used as a playing ground or, other 
activities by the villagers.  This also correlates to guest houses, when they 
are not in use the openness can host various public or family events. These 
activities include village bingo games (fundraising purposes), voting stations 
for elections, weaving clubs, church youth gatherings, ava ceremony and 
accommodation.41 These various activities make use of the guest house 
(faletalimalo) when not in use. The most important ritual in a guest house 
is mainly for welcoming guests and holding important meetings or events for 
the extended family. 

41  Van der Ryn, “The difference walls make: cultural dynamics and implications of 
change in Sāmoan architectural traditions and socio-spatial practices (1940-2006),” 169.

Fig. 4.8
Village ceremony in the village malae space 
UNESCO, “The Samoan Fale”
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Fig. 4.9
A Modern fale afolau - long house
Photograph by Author

Fig. 5.0
Different activities occuring in the fale afolau
Photograph by Author
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Dwellings and Spatial Hierarchy

Throughout Samoa the emphasis on authority, hierarchy and morals is very 
significant as it guides villages through space, time and social behaviour. 
Bradd Shore elaborates the importance of these principles seen in village 
layouts and discovers as to why Samoans are directed to these traditional 
orientations. As of today, as it was in the past, most villages are located along 
the coast especially outside the capital. Their orientations are directed by 
physical features of the environment that is laid out in linear form by having 
a front and back region. The tai (sea side) is considered the front region 
of a village and uta (inland) stretching from the bushes to the mountains 
is the back region of the village. It is perceived by Samoans that the front 
region facing towards the seaside (tai) symbolises high status, authority, 
openness, light, visibility, public and formal socialisation. While inland (uta) 
symbolises low status, intimacy, darkness, informal and antisocial.42 At the 
front of villages are civilised communities that are governed by rules and 
regulations set by the high chiefs of the village. 

Those located at the back of the villages are kept isolated, escaping away 
from traditional customs, have less social interaction and are less likely to 
follow village protocols. Another important type of village orientation, 
which is not very common today, is directed by the malae space that is in 

42  Bradd Shore, Culture in mind: cognition, culture and the problem of meaning 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 269.

the centre formed by concentric circles of structures.  In this form the sea 
and inland becomes both the back of the village as opposed to the front. The 
orientation in this form is governed by the central malae space rather than 
the sea or inland features (front and back). Therefore, the closer to the malae 
ring, which consists of different ranks of dwellings in the concentric layout, 
the greater their status. As each outer ring diminishes in distance from the 
centralised malae the more it became associated with low rank, darkness and 
informality.

Most village layouts today are structured in a linear form where every malae 
space is always placed in front which determines the structures hierarchy. 
A malae is an open ground that honours the presence of ancestors, the 
gods and formulates relationships, thoughts and decisions. The malae owes 
its significance to the Samoan myth of creation, as the malae was a realm 
where living gods on earth (lalolagi) and the heavens (lagi) assembled for 
meetings.43 The malae today remains a significant feature in Samoan villages 
and households especially for important traditional ceremonies where oral 
agreements, exchange and formal welcomes are conducted. Because of the 
increase of roads and other developing infrastructures, concentric layouts of a 
centralized malae are less apparent.44 Traditionally in the family compounds, 
high ranking members are always in the front of the family compound, in the 
fale O’o or larger residences located behind the guest houses (fale tele and 
fale afolau). Lower ranking members and structures, to live in and cook, 
are located at the back of the compound. Untitled men are always at the back 
doing the cooking in the fale umu (cooking house), which is the lowest 
ranked structure in the compound. When food is to be served, it is always 
carried out from the back to the front of the compound to the higher-ranking 
members. These principles also occur within the structures, the highest-
ranking side of the structure would be the front closest to the malae space 
or road. 

43  Van der Ryn, “The difference walls make: cultural dynamics and implications of 
change in Samoan architectural traditions and socio-spatial practices,” 167.

44  Ibid., 17.

Fig. 5.1
Samoan village layout
UNESCO, “The Samoan Fale”

Fig. 5.2
Concentric and linear layout
Bradd Shore, “Culture in mind: cognition, culture and the problem of meaning”
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The side furthest away from the malae is considered the lowest ranking space, 
so as family meetings take place the high-ranking members of the family are 
seated at the front side of the structure and the lower ranking members sit at 
the rear end. However, when a family is expecting visitors all family members 
sit on the rear side of the structure apart from the matai of the family who 
sits in the centre. All visitors are seated on the front side closest to the malae 
as they approach the structure. 

Tradition vs Modern 

Throughout Samoa today, there is a noticeable vast blend of European 
and Samoan influences put together they consist of traditional and non-
traditional characteristics, materials and techniques. In many hybrid 
structures in Samoa today, that many Samoans have adapted to, there is a 
mixture of solid walls both internal and external that opens to a wall-less 
space. There is a decrease of curvilinear forms, becoming more geometric 
with corners, due to structural and material changes. For this cause, many 
of these hybrid structures are considered economical and much easier to 
construct. However, many European fales still integrate the use of traditional 
materials using pou muli, a timber used as posts to support a metal roof 
structure.45 Most hybrid fales also retain the traditional openness having 
no walls on all sides. In pre-colonial days, whilst building a traditional fale, 
particularly a fale tele and fale afolau, the structure was completely lashed 
without the use of nails. These plaited lashings were made of coconut fibre 
that tied together every component of the fale. Coconut lashings are made in 
long lengths which took patience and time requiring thousands of metres for 
binding and decorating the structure. They were important as it tied together 
the fale and made it transportable. In the past, joints of the fale afolau roof 
that were lashed would be untied before being transported to its location.46 

45  UNESCO, The Samoan Fale (1992 report), (Apia, Western Samoa: UNESCO, 
1992), 75.

46  Mallon, Samoan Arts and Artist O Measina a Samoa, 54.
Fig. 5.3
Front region of a compound - fale tele and fale 
afolau

Fig. 5.4
Organisation in hierarch
UNESCO, “The Samoan Fale”

Fig.5.5
Wall and wall-less fale - modern adaptation
Photography by Author
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Introduction of to the German 
Verandah House

Christianity 
in Samoa

Concrete �oors and corrugated iron 
roofs are standard in Samoa.

1850’s1830’s 1950’s 1945

Today the fusion of materials and building techniques in Samoa today is 
due to the availability of readymade materials; nails replacing coconut fibre 
lashings, metal roofing sheets over thatched sugar cane roofs, concrete over 
paepae (stone platform), milled timber over locally sourced timber and other 
imported materials. With modern changes in the building environment and 
decreased demand in building a traditional fale tele or fale afolau, many 
communities prefer readymade building materials by the western world as 
they are more durable and resilient, providing better protection from natural 
disasters.47

47  Va’ai, Producing the Text of Culture: The Appropriation of English in 
Comtemporary Samoa, 48.

Fig. 5.6
Fale development
Feaunati, Carrinya. “E TOE SASA’A LE FAFAO - return to paradise”

Fig. 5.7
Typical fale palangi in Vaitele village
Photograph by Author
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The following architectural precedents are contemporary designs from 
abroad and are placed in two categories. The first two are of modest 
humanitarian designs which influences my design from an environmental 
and cultural perspective, and the second two design precedents is of wood 
joinery that impacts various structural methods in the overall design. The 
two humanitarian designs are based on providing for unprivileged groups 
and responds to natural disasters and hardship which corresponds to what 
is currently going on in rural Samoa that needs change. Despite these 
designs merely providing luxurious amenities, there is a sense of place where 
groups of disadvantaged people can feel safe and accepted. The second two 
precedents of the same architect, features two distinct wood joinery methods 
which become essential in the exploration of the various Samoan mats. 

Precedent Studies

Bonaventura Visconti di Mondrone / Haiti, Anse-a-Pitres / 2015

This large orphanage complex was designed by a Milanese architect 
Bonaventura Visconti di Modrone in 2015, which at the time was his first 
completed building. The architect was commissioned to provide dormitory 
units to accommodate homeless Haitian children within the local streets. The 
project involved 40 local workers who were very familiar with the materials to 
construct the complex. Haiti is prone to earthquakes and sits within a seismic 
zone which has been the cause of many homeless people. Haiti regularly 
experiences vibrations of the ground, which motivated the idea of designing 
an anti-seismic building for these children to feel safe and at home. The goal 
for the architect was to make them feel appreciated and be part of a family, 
which some children had never experienced before. 

The complex comprises of three separated dormitories, segregated into 
various age groups with different backgrounds. The complex consists of 
private, semi-private and open spaces. The dormitories are enclosed by 
brick walls where the children sleep and carry out their daily routines. The 
dormitories have no ceiling attached but are inserted beneath the complex’s 
freestanding roof which prevents vibration transmitting on to the brickwork 
during an earthquake. The detachment of the roof and dormitory walls 
without a ceiling also allows an external breeze into the enclosed space 
providing cool air internally. This design feature is important especially in 
tropical weather like Samoa, climate issues for many buildings in Samoa is a 

Ti Kay La (Small Houses)

Fig. 5.8
Dormitory space showing its separation from the structure
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/05/01/ti-kay-la-haiti-orphanage-
bonaventura-visconti-di-modrone-anse-a-pitres/
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concern hence why many family compounds prefer open homes without any 
walls. However, for privacy and security reasons some compounds favour 
having a wall, but this does not allow cool air in and out sufficiently as it does 
for the orphanage complex. 

Like many architects and designers, considering the surrounding context for 
design inspiration was vital for Mondrone to kick start the project. The design 
was driven by two types of vernacular housing in Haiti; lakou courtyard 
houses and rural dwellings, both with similar features made up of decorative 
verandas and a pitched roof. This approach of considering the local context 
is vital in this thesis, not so much the aesthetics of the local architecture in 
Samoa but the spaces in which many important events and daily activities are 
carried out. For the architect, this was vital so the building could fit within the 
local surrounding architecture. In particular, the pitched roofs of homes, as 
it is a sign of respect and acceptance in the Haitian culture. In this design the 
pitched roofs are repeatedly used forming a zigzagging cover over one large 
space beneath. Workshops held within the complex have influenced parts 
of the design, including the colouring of brickwork, as it inspires children 
to adapt their future homes and build towards their future and freedom of 
owning a home.48 

48  Jessica Mairs, “Freetstanding roof spans Haiti orphanage.” Dezeen, May 2016, 
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/05/01/ti-kay-la-haiti-orphanage-bonaventura-visconti-di- Fig. 5.9

The bedroom with coloured 
walls
Dezeen, “Freetstanding roof spans 

Fig. 6.0
Classroom for orphans to learn
Dezeen, “Freetstanding roof spans 
Haiti orphanage.”

Fig. 6.1
Section of the Complex 
Dezeen, “Freetstanding roof spans Haiti orphanage.”

Fig. 6.2
Daily outdoor activities 
Dezeen, “Freetstanding roof spans Haiti orphanage.”

Fig. 6.3
Diagram of each dormitory 
Dezeen, “Freetstanding roof spans 
Haiti orphanage.”
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Atelier U20 / Germany, Mannheim / 2016

This wooden community centre was a collaborative project that involved 
architecture students from the University of Kaiserslautern in Germany 
and 25 refugees, who later occupied the place after completion in 3 months. 
The project is situated in an old barracks site in Mannheim that needed 
vibrant activity through the use of communal spaces that could be occupied 
by refugees. Not only did it become a haven for refugees involved in the 
construction process but it also taught them essential building techniques. 
Involvement of students and refugees together became an opportunity to 
learn from each other, adapt to their new locations and to generate a sense of 
belonging, by building quality spaces for communal events or independent 
use. The complex consisted of connected and disconnected spaces both 
private and public. 

Gaining experience in the building environment both for students and 
refugees, was an essential part of this project. For the ‘future architects’, it 
enhanced their carpentry knowledge and building techniques, and despite 
the refugee’s possibility of a temporary stay, it was beneficial for them as they 
gained a better and positive understanding of the German language, their 
environment and employment conditions. The purpose for this community 
centre was to provide a shelter for refugees arriving into the country. 

Wooden Community Centre The centre is entirely made of untreated light weight timber forming two 
main spaces; an open and enclosed courtyard. The enclosed garden space 
that is used for retreat and silence is closed off on all four sides. It has niches 
with built in seats on one side of the wall and opposite, a screen wall that 
brings in light. The larger open courtyard with an elevated common space 
are used for public events. The open, large outdoor space enables refugees 
to carry out their daily outdoor activities and incorporates niches on to the 
south end walls. The natural aesthetics of the timber creates a warmth and 
inviting atmosphere with an intriguing element of the design. The timber 
latticed walls provide structural support and lighting effects, which also 
becomes an avenue for exploring and interpreting the different types of 
Samoan mats structurally. Interestingly in this project is the balance of two 
types of walls; the main walls of the centre are made up of cross laminated 
timber that is opaque. In conjunction with this is the timber latticework, seen 
in various parts of the walls. These structural supports are transparent and 
have apertures to allow cool air and naturally illuminates the space. A lot 
of the structural components were prefabricated offsite in a hangar that was 
previously used by the military, then put together on site with the help of 
many hands. This method prevented the cost from elevating as well as having 
no heavy machinery involved but rather intense labour on the construction 
site.

Fig. 6.5
Outdoor courtyard
Photography by Yannick Wegner

Fig. 6.4
Enclosed courtyard space for retreat and silence
Photograph by Yannick Wegner
https://www.dezeen.com/2017/02/22/spinelli-community-centre-german-refu-
gee-camp-mannheim-university-of-kaiserslautern/

Fig. 6.7
Floor plan

Fig. 6.6
Latticework providing light effects
Photography by Yannick Wegner
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Kengo Kuma / Aichi Prefecture, Japan / 2010

In hope for architecture to be built by humans themselves rather than 
machine-made, Kengo Kuma, who designed this building, was inspired by a 
Japanese toy. A toy known as the Chidori-goushi that helped to create open 
and transparent architecture. This architecture acknowledged the traditional 
techniques of Japanese craftsmen. The toy itself consisted of slender wood 
sticks put together in a unique joint system without the use of nails. Each 
wooden stick is carefully carved into, to fit on another piece, whilst at the same 
time being flexible enough to be dismantled when required. The Chidori toy 
became a path to explore at a much larger scale and was tested by engineers 
who were confident that it was possible to develop this small toy into a 
large building. The actual wooden structure has no role in supporting the 
entire building but rather showcases the traditional techniques of Japanese 
craftsmanship. 

This became an interesting part of my thesis research, encouraged me to find 
ways of exploring the different Samoan mats on a larger scale, as structural 
components supporting an entire complex. The building is situated in the 
Chubu district of Japan where many different timber materials can be found. 
In this region originated the Chidori-goushi method by traditional craftsmen 
using quality timber materials located in the region. The wood of the Chidori 
toy has a thickness of 12mm and was modified larger for the purpose of the 
building in two different dimensions; 60mm x 60mm x 200mm and the other 

GC Prostho Museum Research Centre

at 60mm x 60mm x 400mm. The formation of the large wooden structure in 
the building is assembled in a check grid, 3-dimensionally with equal squares 
on all sides at 50cm.49 

49 Kengo Kuma, Kengo Kuma: recent project (Tokyo: A.D.A. Edita Tokyo 2009), 152.

Fig. 6.6
Raised platform from outdoor courtyard
Photography by Yannick Wegner

Fig. 6.8
The chidori structure viewed from inside
https://www.archdaily.com/199442/gc-prostho-museum-research-center-ken-
go-kuma-associates
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Fig. 6.9
The chidori structure viewed from outside
https://www.archdaily.com/199442/gc-prostho-museum-research-center-ken-
go-kuma-associates

Fig. 7.0
The chidori-goushi structure
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 Kengo Kuma / Minami-Aoyama, Japan / 2013

The design of this popular pineapple cake shop is very distinctive to the 
wooden structure inspired by the Chidori toy joint system used in the GC 
Prostho Museum Research Centre. The shop uses a different joint system that 
is used in traditional Japanese wood architecture called Jiigoku-Gumi. This 
is commonly seen in Japanese Shoji (wall screens) with a wooden grid the 
same width intersecting each other 2-dimensionally. However, in this cake 
shop the intersecting wooden structure is combined continuously to form 
a 3-dimesional cloud like structure. Each wood piece is at 60mm x 60mm 
and slanted on a 30-degree angle, leaving a coherent diamond appearance 
throughout the structure. This creates a light and soft atmosphere in the 
residential area.

EXPLORATION
Through the process of intensive drawing developments and scale-less 
model making, the aim in this section was to develop form and space, 
by interpreting the various Samoan mats as the key concept. This part 
portrays the mats conceptually and architecturally through abstract models, 
conceptual drawings in section, architectural models of space and form, 
structural interpretation and executed drawings.
THE ANALYSIS / INTERPRETING THE MATS INTO MODELS

Sunny Hills Cake Shop

Fig. 7.2
View from the exterior
https://www.archdaily.com/484981/sunnyhills-at-minami-aoyama-ken-
go-kuma-and-associates

Fig. 7.1
Interior of the cake shop

Fig. 7.3
Jiigoku-Gumi structure 
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E X P L O R A T I O N
Through the process of intensive drawing developments and scale-less model making, 
the aim in this section was to develop form and space, by interpreting the various 
Samoan mats as the key concept. This section portrays the mats conceptually and 
architecturally through abstract models, conceptual drawings in section, architectural 
models of space and form, structural interpretation and executed drawings.

The exploration of each Samoan mat is completed in two 
stages. The first exploration is done by interpreting the 
physical state of the mat conceptually. This method was 
analysed by microscopically perceiving the nature of each 
mat that provide features of different qualities. The mats 
are reconfigured in black and white conditions and allows 
further examination forming a consistent theme of negative 
and positive opportunities. These negative and positive 
conditions of each mat, interpreted microscopically, are 
reinterpreted into an architectural theme of voids and solids. 
Each void and solid are an interpretation of spaces (voids) 
and enclosures (solids). When analysing each individual 
monochrome drawing of mats, it became clear that each 
mat had its own distinct appearance, which made its status 
in the hierarchical mat system much clearer. Through the 
ranks and material of each mat, there is a gradual change of 
solids diminishing, becoming voids. These solids and voids 
determine the abstract models. The abstract models also 
change in the use of materials being applied that is based on 
each mat analysis drawing.

T H E  A N A L Y S I S
Interpreting the mats into models
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Fig. 7.5
Initial drawing analysis and interpretion of the 
mats from lowest to the highest in rank
By Author

Papa laupaogo Papa laufala Tu’u laufala Fala tapito ‘Ie toga ‘Ie sae
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 - negative positive +

 - lowest highest +

Papa laupaogo Papa laufala Tu’u laufala Fala tapito ‘Ie toga ‘Ie sae

Fig. 7.6
Interpreting the mats into abstract models
By Author

Fig. 7.7
Abstract models photographed 
to develop a series of drawings
By Author
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2 D  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N
Creating form and space 2 dimensionally

From interpreting the mat analysis drawings from lowest to highest, more solids 
(negative) meant more materials were added, thus becoming clustered and heavy. 
On the other hand, with voids (positive), the less solids (black) that appeared 
meant the less materials applied onto the model. After examining the drawings of 
mats individually and interpreting them in to abstract models, the models were 
photographed for interpretation. It became the basis of concept drawings both in 
sketch and using CAD, to generate form and space as sections. 
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The section drawings are a representation of its 
associated mat. Other than the physical form 
of every section, it has also portrayed qualities 
of its mat. Hence the different placement of 
each building into the ground to distinguish 
each individually. The lowest ranking mat papa 
laupaogo is an exterior mat and is placed on 
bare ground anywhere outside. It is always in 
contact with uneven surfaces and is laid down 
before laying another higher-ranking mat on top. 
Therefore, the papa laupaogo mat is interpreted 
in a section drawing of being embedded into the 
ground. 

The next mats higher in rank are predominantly 
for interior purposes to sleep, sit and walk on. 
Papa laufala, Tu’u laufala and Fala tapito are 
not to be laid on bare ground and are only used 

inside a fale (house). Because they are not to be 
laid outside, they are always used on flat surfaces 
such as the concrete foundation of a fale. For that 
reason, the section drawings had no relation to 
the ground but rather placed onto a level surface.
Ie toga and ‘ie sae mats are the highest-ranking 
mats only used for ceremonial purposes. Because 
they are fine mats and prestigious items in Samoan 
culture, these mats are forbidden to be used on the 
ground, sat on or used in any uncultured manner. 
Traditionally when these mats are given as gifts 
of exchange, they are always presented by women 
of the family. By doing so, these large mats are 
always presented and carried high, towards the 
receiver without touching the ground. In these 
section drawings symbolising both fine mats, 
the buildings are suspended from the ground to 
show status and importance.

Fig. 7.8
Abstract models to generate 
sections 
By Author

Fig. 7.9
Cross section of papa lau-
paogo
By Author

Fig. 8.0
Long section of papa laupaogo 
- embedded in to the ground
By Author

Fig. 8.1
Line work of abstract model inter-
preted from papa laupaogo
By Author
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Fig. 8.3
Long section of papa laufala - 
sits on level ground
By Author

Fig. 8.2
Line work of abstract model 
interpreted from papa laufala
By Author
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Fig. 8.5
Long section of tu’u laufala - 
sits on level ground
By Author

Fig. 8.4
Line work of abstract model 
interpreted from tu’u laufala
By Author
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Fig. 8.7
Long section of fala taptio - on 
level ground
By Author

Fig. 8.6
Line work of abstract model 
interpreted from fala tapito
By Author
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Fig. 8.8
Abstract model of ‘ie toga

Fig. 9.1
Long section of ‘ie toga - sus-
pended from the ground

Fig. 8.9
Cross section of ‘ie 
toga

Fig. 9.0
Line work of abstract model 
interpreted from ‘ie toga
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Fig. 9.4
Long section of ‘ie sae sus-
pended from the ground

Fig. 9.2
Abstract model of ‘ie sae

Fig. 9.3
Cross section of ‘ie 
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3 D  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N
Sectional drawings into architectural models

A series of developed sectional drawings followed an interpretation of physical 
modelling. To get a better understanding of space and form in physical form, two 
sectional drawings were drawn; a cross and long section. This way it made it easier 
to get a sense of how it would appear in 3 dimensions. These physical architectural 
models produced were not at any scale. The purpose of this process was to find 
form and produce open spaces for its purpose. At this stage the programmes of 
each building or section drawing was not yet finalised until further refinement was 
carried out in 3D CAD modelling. 

Fig. 9.5
Interior perspective of ‘ie toga-
model in architectural form
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Fig. 9.6
Papa laupaogo - embedded

Papa laupaogo Papa laufala Tu’u laufala Fala tapito

Fig. 9.7
Papa laufala - ground level

Fig. 9.8
Tu’u laufala - ground level

Fig. 9.9
Fala tapito - ground level
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‘Ie toga ‘Ie sae

Fig. 10.0
‘Ie toga - suspended

Fig. 10.1
‘Ie sae - suspended
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D E V E L O P M E N T  D E S I G N

Fig. 10.2
Lotofaga village
Photograph by Author

This section entails the fundamental design concepts. Included are the contributing 
aspects of the designs developed - the location Lotofaga, the programmes, spatial 
layout and finally the structural representation.
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L O T O F A G A
Upolu, Atua District, Samoa

The proposed site for the overall design is located within the rural village 
of Lotofaga. Lotofaga is situated in the south coast of Upolu, Samoa. The 
village is part of the electoral district of Faipule with other nearby villages. 
The village sits on a hill sloping south towards the sea. It also has streams that 
run through the village from south-north bound. It encounters an immense 
amount of water from heavy rainfall but this does not affect the village. 
Lotofaga has a high reputation of tourist attractions that include the To Sua 
Ocean Trench and two waterfalls further inland. Throughout every village 
in Samoa, life is governed by the ways fa’a Samoa, the Samoan way of living. 
Despite the influences of western and other foreign countries, the values and 
practices of fa’a Samoa continues to flourish in Lotofaga. 

Fig. 10.4
Building site in Lotofaga

Fig. 10.3
Lotofaga Village

Fig. 10.5
To Sua Ocean Trench in Lotofaga
Photograph by Author
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L O T O F A G A
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The majority of families living in the village depend on their crops and 
fishing as a source of income. The crops they grow can be located further 
away from their homes in the village on more fertile land. Many families also 
have vegetable crops and poultry stock and pigs in their backyards.

Throughout the rest of the rural villages in Upolu, including Lotofaga, there 
are no other sources of earning income other than local businesses, shops 
and schools nearby - but very few remain. Also, very few people are employed 
in Apia, hence many families throughout Samoa, including Lotofaga, rely on 
natural resources and remittances which makes a difference in the village 
economy.50 

Prior to the village being relocated in the hills, they were originally situated 
along the coastline. As of today, not many people from the village live on 
the coast. Like many rural villages, Lotofaga has climate and environmental 
concerns. Families of Lotofaga have been relocating further inland to be 
able to access roads. However, for most families it has been the cause of 
environmental concerns such as coastal erosion and exposure to extreme 

50  Ximena Flores-Palacios, “Samoa – exploring the linkages between climate 
change and population movement,” (National University of Samoa, Apia, Samoa), 5.

climate disasters which are the reasons for moving inland.Although the 
complex is held at Lotofaga, it will also serve the rest of the rural villages 
further out. Lotofaga is an ideal site, as it is situated on hilly ground that 
gently slopes towards the sea. Furthermore, the village has an ongoing 
tourist attraction, visitors who come to the village will bring great exposure 
to the complex. Further inland of Lotofaga, the site for the design is also 
accessible to the main road. Because the sea has become a major threat 
for many, causing them to relocate, it was therefore reasonable to select 
the site for the design, on hills of Lotofaga. This allows the design to avoid 
some environmental and climate problems that Samoa is facing today. For 
example, the rising of sea level which is increasing every year. 

Fig. 
L
B

Fig. 10.6
Coastal hill of Lotofaga
Photograph by Author

Fig. 10.7
People of Lotofaga living on the coast before 
Photograph by Jack Goslon
Department of Anthropology, University of Auckland
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T H E  P R O G R A M M E
The design purpose

The finalised programme for the design considered three important issues that 
rural communities face. This included, lack of opportunities for employment, 
availability to prestigious education and adequate health facilities. The programme 
aimed to integrate facilities that assisted in tackling these issues of opportunity. It 
provides a health centre, learning facility, markets, tourist accommodation and a 
space of common together with food establishments (café). 

Health centre – The main hospitals and health centre of Samoa is located in 
Apia city, and is difficult to reach for many rural families. Especially in the case 
of an emergency such as a natural disaster. Therefore, this health centre can, 
not only treat people on a daily basis, but is easily accessible for many rural 
families. As there is only one main road along the coast throughout the entire 
island, travelling to Apia requires a lot of driving time. Instead of relying on aid 
from Apia, the location of the complex would increase the chances of the local 
population receiving urgent medical health care.

Learning facility – This learning facility seeks to engage both youth and the 
elderly people, by providing various workshops and more importantly, raising 
awareness of natural disasters and its causes. The emphasis of having a learning 
facility is also to educate people of all ages, on how to respond to a disaster whether 
with or without warning. For many residing in rural villages in the south coast 

of Upolu, their knowledge of climate change and natural disasters is limited. 
Yet some people are aware of the physical changes that are occurring in 
their environment and depend on traditional knowledge to adapt to climate 
change. Various workshops held on a weekly basis, such as first aid classes 
is essential within the facility and teaches people how to react in emergency 
situations. 

Markets – Many families live on their crops as a source of income, yet there 
is not a specific market within the rural areas of the south-east coast. Some 
family members are forced to go to the main markets in Apia as there are 
more potential customers there. Others cannot afford to go to Apia and are 
forced to sell their crops on the side of the road. This is very common in 
rural areas of Samoa and these street vendors on the side of the road are 
mostly managed by children. The proposed market is within close distance 
for many villages nearby and is an opportunity to earn income by selling 
their crops and other source. The main road, heads towards the direction of 
the complex and is a very popular road that many tourists take because of 
the scenery, resorts and activities throughout the rural villages. The markets 
would increase networking with tourists and people from other villages 
which could lead to better opportunities. 

Tourist accommodation – Most tourists are drawn to the rural areas 
predominantly heading towards the southeast coast. These areas consist 
of numerous tourist attractions that are visited daily. By having a tourist 

accommodation within the complex run by locals, tourists can experience 
village life. This addresses one of the key issues in rural village life around 
the lack of employment. The tourist accommodation is an opportunity for 
locals to not only generate an income but will also provide employment 
and job experience in the industry who are unemployed to gain a job and 
experience in the industry.

Cafeteria – This part of the complex is essentially a public place of gathering, 
for both the locals and tourists. As with the tourist accommodation it will 
also provide an opportunity for locals to work. It serves as a place that 
produces traditional food and provide entertainment of local talent from 
different villages in the rural area.

All in all, these programmes promote everyday uses that is run by locals 
giving them a chance to learn, socialise and support their families. Although 
most importantly, this complex is also a place of refuge in the case of another 
natural disaster occurring. Thus, the programmes of the complex then 
become temporary and instead a place of shelter, food and health support 
for people living on the coast. If they are struck by a disaster, the complex 
becomes a temporary place for locals to take refuge rather waiting for 
assistance or aid from the government. 

Fig. 10.8
Initial programmes of the 
complex 
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S P A T I A L  L A Y O U T
Linking the programmes to the buildings

Firstly, the approach was to allocate each interpreted mat as a building for 
the programme, thus determining the building layout. However, changes 
were conducted after encountering a problem. Initially when comparing the 
programme to its building (final model in 3D CAD) the programme did not fit the 
design. For example, when analysing the models representing the mats of ie sae 
and ie toga, from a design perspective it was not suitable as a health centre. With 
the building model representing qualities of the mat, such as being suspended, 
the question was how are the patients going to be able to get up into the building? 
But going back to the organisation of a village layout became a fundamental 
element in rearranging this problem. Referring back to the concentric layout as 
made by Shore, the idea was to take a strip consisting of each dwelling in the 
concentric layout, in rank, to form a front and back region. Starting inward is 
the malae space having the highest rank and heading outward further from the 
malae space are lower ranked spaces. 

With this idea, initially the buildings interpreted, based from their mat, were 
inversely switched. For instance, the interpreted building of papa laupaogo 
became the model for ‘ie sae, ‘ie toga became the model for papa laufala and 
so on. After comparing the designs to the programmes after switching, for papa 
laupaogo (building) it made sense that a suspended building was more suitable 
for tourist accommodation. On the other hand, the papa laupaogo model was 
ideal as being a health centre, as it was easily accessible and much more modest 
aesthetically.

Fig. 10.9
Concentric layout 
Bradd Shore, “Culture in mind: cognition, culture and the prob-
lem of meaning”

Fig. 11.0
Interpreting the concentric layout 
By Author
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Ie sae
Health Centre

After

Before

Ie toga
Learning Facility

Fala Tapito
Market 1

Tu’u Laufala
Market 2

Papa Laufala
Tourist Accommodation

Papa Laupaogo
Cafeteria

Ie sae
Health Centre

Ie toga
Learning Facility

Fala Tapito
Market 1

Tu’u Laufala
Market 2

Papa Laufala
Tourist Accommodation

Papa Laupaogo
Cafeteria

Fig. 11.1
Switching buildings to its 
programmes

Fig. 11.2
Linear layout, estab-
lishing a front and back 
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1

2

3 4

5 6

1) health
2) education
3) market place 1
4) market place 2
5) tourism 1
6) tourism 2

Fig. 11.3
Final development of building layout in 
isometric

Fig. 11.4
Final of building layout in isometric

Cafeteria

Motel

Market 1

Market 2

Learning facility

Health centre
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S T R U C T U R A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N
Interpreting the mats as structural components

Throughout history, mats have not only been used for flooring and sitting, 
but have been used as interior sub-dividers. In the old primitive days, woven 
mats were the true walls and creation of space. The purpose of solid walls 
was for privacy, security and structural reasons but had no sense of space.51 
In this case of the design, the Samoan mats are interpreted and became the 
walls throughout the complex to create, illuminate and structurally support 
spaces.

As mentioned earlier, Samoa have experienced difficulties facing natural 
disasters, most common of them all are cyclones and tsunamis. And part 
of this research was how architecture can be designed to be safe for these 
communities and be adaptable for natural disasters. After clarifying each 
physical architectural model in much-refined spaces and forms in 3D CAD, 
interpreting the mats as structural components preceded.

Through changing the programmes to correspond to the design, it was 
discovered that the buildings needed structural components. By looking 
back at the original drawing of mats that began the exploration, it was again 
used and interpreted as grids for the structure. Each woven mat has a distinct 
appearance due to the different widths of strips. To distinguish each building, 
structural grids were formed in relation to the size of the mat. The structure 

51  Gottfried Semper, The four elements of architecture and other writings 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press 2010, 1989), 103-104.

for each building interprets two qualities of mats. The first, integrates the 
average width of squares in the mat. The second, driven by the number of 
strips used to construct the mats. For example papa laupaogo and papa 
laufala mats are always woven with two strips, hence the thickness of the 
mat. To incorporate both these qualities into the building structures, double 
timber slats were used, in representation of papa laupaogo and papa 
laufala and for better structural support. In addition to this, the spacings of 
the latticework were based on the average width of squares in mats.

Papa laupaogo

Papa laufala
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Tu’u laufala

Fala tapito

‘Ie toga

‘Ie sae
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C O N C L U S I O N
The final design

The Samoan mats observed in this thesis, have been a fundamental element 
in exploring how this art can be represented through architecture. Each 
building in this design, is a representation of its associated mat aesthetically 
and spatially. The emphasis of the overall design is its distinctive structural 
components, derived from its mat, helping to form a series of latticework. 
The purpose of these components is to have stability throughout the entire 
complex, to ensure the safety of people. This is because many infrastructures 
throughout Samoa are durable but not resistant to heavy forces of Mother 
Nature. 

Climate change is real and over the last century Samoa has been suffering 
from natural disasters, bringing long term effects to the country. Samoan 
residents are continuously adapting to western influences, merging them with 
their local context, however forgetting the importance of disaster proofing 
and being able to withstand natural disasters. The architecture design from 
this thesis, provides solutions of structural methods, helping to resist natural 
disasters; in the hope that this core design will be adopted for buildings 
constructed within Samoa in the future. 

Another important aspect of this design, was to provide open wall-less 
spaces. This is an integral feature in Samoan architecture as it is beneficial in 
extreme heat conditions, easy for security and safe guarding, cultural events 
and social activity. Along with the structural components providing stability, 

it will provide a sense of openness. Each building structure is exposed, as 
walls of the complex are open, providing light, cool air and transparency. 
With this open plan design, enclosed spaces were minimised, but limited 
where needed for privacy and security of possessions. Honouring the open 
traditional elongated house fale afolau with an open floor under one roof, the 
complex is an opportunity for locals to socialise and carry out their day to day 
routines within the spacious complex. The complex also gives rural villages 
near Lotofaga, the chance to carry out significant events of village life such 
as high chief title bestowals, village bingo and congregational gatherings. The 
open plan complex, with various different spaces, is adaptable to house the 
activites mentioned previously, but most importantly, a place of temporary 
refuge and a central hub, for rural communities in cases of emergency, such 
as when natural disasters strike.

In addition to this, the complex offers solutions to help resolve the issue 
of rural hardship. Rural hardship stems from financial and employment 
limitations, and the lack of good healthcare and education facilities. The 
complex acts as a central hub to house and offer all these solutions. The 
construction of this complex brings in employment opportunities for when 
building this project. There are opportunities for rural families to use the 
market as an advantage to sell their goods and crops for financial gain; or 
seek employment within the market, shops, motel or cafes. The healthcare 

facility provides in the first instance, a place for emergency aid during a 
natural disaster, as well as a place for regular health check-ups for the rural 
areas. At present, rural residents travel far distances to seek medical advice. 
Therefore, availability of healthcare in Lotofaga is much needed because of 
their financial difficulty and lack of reliable transportation. The aim of this 
complex aims to decrease the percentage of rural population moving towards 
the city, inland or overseas and restore the livelihood back into Lotofaga and 
the rural community. Programmes run within the learning centre of the 
complex includes, fale lalaga groups, first aid and natural disaster awareness 
classes. These are all solutions of how the complex assists in improving social 
development and providing educational opportunities. Classes teaching 
the expectations during a natural disaster and how to approach these 
unfortunate situations, increases knowledge and awareness. This in turn, 
restores confidence back into Lotofaga and the rural communities, all visitors 
and tourists. The complex gives a sense of assurance to these people that they 
are safe before, during and after a natural disaster. 
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F I N A L  D E S I G N
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Fig. 11.5
Master plan in relation to the sea
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Fig. 11.6
Floor plans

Fig. 11.7
Front entrance to the cafeteria
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Fig. 11.8
Front region of the complex - cafeteria and 
motel

Fig. 11.9
Cafeteria section drawing

Fig. 20.0
Motel section drawing
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Fig. 12.0
Perspectives of market 1

Fig. 12.1
Market 1 section drawing
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Fig. 12.2
Market 2 - daily use by the locals and tourist

Fig. 12.3
Market 2 - locals seeking refuge after a natural 
disaster
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Fig. 12.4
Market 2 section drawing

Fig. 12.5
Main entrance to market 2
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Fig. 12.7
Learning facility - children learning how evacuate a 
disaster

Fig. 12.6
Learning facility - wood workshops teaching locals construction tech-
niques

Fig. 12.8
Learning facility section drawing
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Fig. 12.9
Health centre section drawing

Fig. 13.0
Health centre - waiting area for patients
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Fig. 13.1
Models showing the structure of each building in relation to its mat

Papa laupaogo / Cafeteria Papa laufala / Motel Tu’u laufala / Market 1 Fala tapito / Market 2 ‘Ie toga / Learning facility ‘Ie sae / Health Centre
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